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Abstract Background: A universal unanswered question in
neuroscience and machine learning is whether computers
can decode the patterns of the human brain. Multi-Voxels
Pattern Analysis (MVPA) is a critical tool for addressing
this question. However, there are two challenges in the pre-
vious MVPA methods, which include decreasing sparsity
and noise in the extracted features and increasing the per-
formance of prediction.
Methods: In overcoming mentioned challenges, this pa-
per proposes Anatomical Pattern Analysis (APA) for decod-
ing visual stimuli in the human brain. This framework de-
velops a novel anatomical feature extraction method and a
new imbalance AdaBoost algorithm for binary classifica-
tion. Further, it utilizes an Error-Correcting Output Codes
(ECOC) method for multiclass prediction. APA can auto-
matically detect active regions for each category of the vi-
sual stimuli. Moreover, it enables us to combine homoge-
neous datasets for applying advanced classification.
Results and Conclusions: Experimental studies on 4 vi-
sual categories (words, consonants, objects and scrambled
photos) demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves su-
perior performance to state-of-the-art methods.
Keywords brain decoding · multi-voxel pattern analysis ·
anatomical feature extraction · visual object recognition
1 Introduction
In order to decode visual stimuli in the human brain, Multi-
Voxel Pattern Analysis (MVPA) technique [31,39,40] must
apply machine learning methods to task-based functional
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) datasets. Indeed, ana-
lyzing the patterns of visual objects is one of the most inter-
esting topics in MVPA, which can enable us to understand
how brain stores and processes the visual stimuli [13,32].
Technically, there are two challenges in the previous stud-
ies. As the first issue, trained features are sparse and noisy
because most of the previous studies in whole-brain analysis
directly utilized raw voxels for predicting the stimuli [13,32,
12]. As the second challenge, improving the performance
of prediction is so hard because task-based fMRI datasets
can be considered as the imbalanced classification problems.
For instance, consider collected data with 10 same size cat-
egories. Since this dataset is imbalance for (one-versus-all)
binary classification, most of the classical algorithms cannot
provide acceptable performance [13,9,25].
As the main contributions, this paper proposes Anatom-
ical Pattern Analysis (APA) for decoding visual stimuli in
the human brain. To generate a normalized view, APA au-
tomatically detects the active regions and then extracts fea-
tures based on the brain anatomical structures. Indeed, the
normalized view can enable us to combine homogeneous
datasets, and it can decrease noise, sparsity, and error of
learning. Further, this paper develops a modified version of
imbalance Adapting Boosting (AdaBoost) algorithm for bi-
nary classification. This algorithm uses a supervised ran-
dom sampling and penalty values, which are calculated by
the correlation between different classes, for improving the
performance of prediction. This binary classification will be
used in a one-versus-all ECOC method as a multiclass ap-
proach for classifying the categories of the brain response.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The related
works are presented in Section 2. This paper introduces the
proposed method in Section 3. Experimental results are re-
ported in Section 4; and finally, this paper presents conclu-
sion and pointed out some future works in Section 5.
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2 Related Works
There are three different types of studies for decoding stim-
uli in the human brain. Pioneer studies just focused on rec-
ognizing special regions of the human brain, such as inani-
mate objects [26], faces [20], visually illustration of words
[6], body parts [24], and visual objects [14]. Although they
proved that different stimuli can provide distinctive responses
in the brain regions, they cannot find the deterministic loca-
tions (or patterns) related to each category of stimuli.
The next group of studies developed correlation tech-
niques in order to understand the similarity (or difference)
between distinctive stimuli. Haxby et al. employed brain
patterns located in Fusiform Face Area (FFA) and Parahip-
pocampal Place Area (PPA) in order to analyze correlations
between different categories of visual stimuli, i.e. gray-scale
images of faces, houses, cats, bottles, scissors, shoes, chairs,
and scrambled (nonsense) photos [14]. Kamitani and Tong
studied the correlations of low-level visual features in the vi-
sual cortex (V1V4) [19]. In similar studies, Haynes et al. an-
alyzed distinctive mental states [16] and more abstract brain
patterns such as intentions [17]. Kriegeskorte et al. proposed
Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) in order to eval-
uate the similarities (or differences) among distinctive brain
states [22]. Connolly et al. utilized RSA in order to compare
the correlations between human brains and monkey brains
[7,8]. RSA demonstrates that the representations of each
category of stimuli in distinctive brain regions have a dif-
ferent structure [22,7,8]. Rice et al. proved that not only the
brain responses are different based on the categories of the
stimuli but also they are correlated based on different prop-
erties of the stimuli. They extracted the properties of visual
stimuli (photos of objects) and calculated the correlations
between these properties and the brain responses. They sep-
arately reported the correlation matrices for different human
faces and different objects (houses, chairs, etc.) [34].
The last group of studies proposed the MVPA techniques
for predicting the category of visual stimuli. Cox et al. uti-
lized linear and non-linear versions of Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) algorithm [9]. In order to decode the brain pat-
terns, some studies [2,33,37] employed classical feature se-
lection (ranking) techniques, such as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [2], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
[33], or Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [37], that
these method are mostly used for analyzing rest-state fMRI
datasets. Recent studies proved that not only these techniques
cannot provide stable performance in the task-based fMRI
datasets [4,5] but also they had spatial locality issue, espe-
cially when they were used for whole brain functional anal-
ysis [5]. Norman et al. argued for using SVM and Gaussian
Naive Bayes classifiers [31]. Kay et al. studied decoded ori-
entation, position and object category from the brain activi-
ties in visual cortex [21]. Mitchell et al. introduced a new
method in order to predict the brain activities associated
with the meanings of nouns [28]. Miyawaki et al. utilized a
combination of multiscale local image decoders in order to
reconstruct the visual images from the brain activities [29].
In order to generalize the testing procedure for task-based
fMRI datasets, Kriegeskorte et al. proved that the data in
testing must have no role in the procedure of generating an
MVPA model [23].
There are also some studies that focused on sparse learn-
ing techniques. Yamashita et al. developed Sparse Logistic
Regression (SLR) in order to improve the performance of
classification models [38]. Carroll et al. employed the Elas-
tic Net for prediction and interpretation of distributed neu-
ral activity with sparse models [3]. Varoquaux et al. pro-
posed a small-sample brain mapping by using sparse recov-
ery on spatially correlated designs with randomization and
clustering. Their method is applied on small sets of brain
patterns for distinguishing different categories based on a
one-versus-one strategy [35].
As the first modern approaches for decoding visual stim-
uli, Anderson and Oates applied non-linear Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) on brain responses [1]. McMenamin et al.
studied subsystems underlie Abstract-Category (AC) recog-
nition and priming of objects (e.g., cat, piano) and Specific-
Exemplar (SE) recognition and priming of objects (e.g., a
calico cat, a different calico cat, a grand piano, etc.). Tech-
nically, they applied SVM on manually selected ROIs in
the human brain for generating the visual stimuli predic-
tors [27]. Mohr et al. compared four different classification
methods, i.e. L1/L2 regularized SVM, the Elastic Net, and
the Graph Net, for predicting different responses in the hu-
man brain. They show that L1-regularization can improve
classification performance while simultaneously providing
highly specific and interpretable discriminative activation pat-
terns [30]. Osher et al. proposed a network (graph) based
approach by using anatomical regions of the human brain
for representing and classifying the different visual stimuli
responses (faces, objects, bodies, scenes) [32].
3 The Proposed Method
Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signals are used in
fMRI techniques for representing the neural activates. Based
on hyperalignment problem in the brain decoding [13,15,
40], quantity values of the BOLD signals in the same exper-
iment for the two subjects are usually different. Therefore,
MVPA techniques use the correlation between different vox-
els as the pattern of the brain response [32,12]. As depicted
in Figure 1, each fMRI experiment includes a set of ses-
sions (time series of 3D images), which can be captured by
different subjects or just repeating the imaging procedure
with a unique subject. Technically, each session can be par-
titioned into a set of visual stimuli categories. Indeed, an
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Fig. 1 Anatomical Pattern Analysis (APA) framework
independent category denotes a set of homogeneous condi-
tions, which are generated by using the same type of photos
as the visual stimuli. For instance, if a subject watches 6
photos of cats and 5 photos of houses during a unique ses-
sion, this 4D image includes 2 different categories and 11
conditions.
3.1 Feature Extraction
Preprocessed fMRI time series collected for U sessions can
be defined by F(`) =
{
fmn
} ∈RT×V̂ , `= 1:U , m= 1:T , n=
1:V̂ , where T is the number of time points, V̂ denotes the
number of voxels in the original space, and fmn ∈ R defines
the functional activity for the `-th session in m-th time point
and n-th voxel. Indeed, 3D images (tensors) in fMRI time
series are considered vectorized for simplicity [19]. In addi-
tion, onsets (or time series) in the `-th session is defined as
follows:
S(`) ∈ RT×P = {S(`,1),S(`,2), . . . ,S(`,k), . . . ,S(`,Q)} (1)
Here, P denotes the number of categories of visual stimulus,
Q ≥ P is the number of stimuli, the vector S(`,k) ∈ Rt(`,k)
denotes the onsets belonged to k-th condition, and t(`,k) is the
number of time points for this condition, where t(`,k)  T .
By considering (1), all time points for k-th condition can be
also defined as follows:
Ĉ(`,k) =
{
ĉ(`,k)mn
}
∈ Rt(`,k)×V̂ =
{
f (`)m.
∣∣∣ f (`)m. ∈ F(`),m ∈ S(`,k),∣∣S(`,k)∣∣= t(`,k)}.
(2)
This paper employs maximum functional activities in each
voxel as the k-th condition:
C˜(`,k) ∈ RV̂ =
{
t(`,k)
max
m=1
(
ĉ(`,k)mn
)∣∣∣ĉ(`,k)mn ∈ Ĉ(`,k),n ∈ [1,V̂ ]}>.
(3)
In order to extract active voxels and then automatically de-
fine Region of Interests (ROIs), F(`) can be also written as a
general linear model:
F(`) = D(`)
(
B̂(`)
)>
+ζ (`), (4)
where D(`)=
{
d(`)mn
}
∈RT×P denotes the design matrix, ζ (`)
is the noise (error of estimation), and also B̂(`) =
{
β̂ (`)mn
}
∈
RV̂×P denotes the set of correlations for `-th session. Here,
d(`).n ∈RT and β̂ (`).n ∈RV̂ respectively denote the design vec-
tor and voxel correlations belonged to n-th category of stim-
uli. Now, design matrix can be calculated by:
D(`) = S(`) ∗H (5)
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where H is the Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF)
signal [12], and ∗ denotes the convolution operator. In or-
der to solve (4), this paper uses Generalized Least Squares
(GLS) [12] approach as follows:
B̂(`) =
(((
D(`)
)>(Σ (`))−1D(`))−1(D(`))>(Σ (`))−1F(`))>,
(6)
where Σ (`) is the covariance matrix of the noise (var
(
ζ (`)
)
=
Σ (`)σ2 6= Iσ2) [13,12,41]. Further, activated voxels can be
defined as follows by using the positive values of the corre-
lation matrix:
B(`) =
{
β (`)mn
} ∈ RV×P ={β̂ (`)mn β̂ (`)mn > 0
0 otherwise
, (7)
where β̂ (`)mn ∈ B̂(`) denotes the estimated correlation matrix
in (5). Indeed, non-zero elements in β (`).n are all activated
voxels belonged to n-th category of stimuli. These activated
voxel correlations can be applied to the conditions as fol-
lows:
C¯(`,k) ∈ RV̂ = C˜(`,k) ◦β (`).n (8)
where ◦ denotes Hadamard product. Here, the k-th condi-
tion must be belonged to the n-th category of stimuli. Since
mapping whole of fMRI time series to standard space de-
creases the performance of the final results, most of the pre-
vious studies use the original images instead of the stan-
dard version. By considering (8) for each condition, this
paper enables to map brain activities to a standard space.
This mapping can provide normalized view for combing ho-
mogeneous datasets. For registering (8) to standard space,
this paper utilizes the fMRI Linear Image Registration Tool
(FLIRT) algorithm [18], which minimizes the following cost
function:
τ(`,k) ∈ RV×V̂ = argmin
(
NMI
(
C¯(`,k),R
))
(9)
where R denotes the reference image, the function NMI is
the Normalized Mutual Information between two images,
τ(`,k) denotes the transformation matrix. The performance of
(9) will be analyzed in Section 4. Further, the final mapping
can be also defined as follows:
τ(`,k):RV̂ → RV =⇒ C(`,k) = τ(`,k)C¯(`,k) (10)
whereC(`,k)=
{
c(`,k)1 ,c
(`,k)
2 , . . . ,c
(`,k)
i , . . . ,c
(`,k)
V
}
, c(`,k)i ∈R, V
denotes the number of voxels in the standard space. In or-
der to reduce the sparsity of C(`,k), this paper employs an
anatomical atlas. Now, consider A=
{
A1,A2, . . . ,An, . . .AE
}
where E is the number of atlas regions,
⋂E
n=1 An = /0,⋃E
n=1 An = A, and An denotes the set of indexes of voxels
for the n-th region. The extracted feature for `-th session in
Fig. 2 The proposed AdaBoost algorithm for applying a robust binary
classification
k-th condition and n-th anatomical region is calculated as
follows:
x(`,k,n) ∈ R= 1∣∣An∣∣ ∑i∈An c(`,k)i (11)
Finally, the extracted features for each condition can be de-
fined by X(`,k) ∈RE ={x(`,k,1),x(`,k,2), . . . ,x(`,k,n), . . . ,x(`,k,E)},
where E < V . Here, X` ∈ RE×Q denotes the extracted fea-
tures for the `-th session. In addition, whole of dataset can
be defined by X ∈ RE×QU , where each column denotes the
extracted features for an individual stimulus.
3.2 Binary Classification Algorithm
In previous sections, we mentioned the imbalance issue in
the MVPA analysis. In practice, there are two approaches
in order to deal with this issue, i.e. designing an imbalance
classifier, or converting the imbalance problem to an en-
semble of balance classification models. Previous studies
demonstrated that the performance of imbalance classifiers
may not be stable, especially when we have sparsity and
noise in our datasets [25,41,39,40]. Since fMRI datasets
mostly include noise and sparsity, this paper has chosen the
ensemble approach. Technically, ensemble learning also con-
tains two groups of solutions, i.e. bagging or boosting. While
bagging generates all classifiers at the same time and then
combine all of them as the final model, the boosting grad-
ually creates each classifier in order to improve the perfor-
mance of each iteration by tracing errors of previous iter-
ations. We just have to note that ensemble learning can be
used in both balance and imbalance problems. In fact, the
main difference comes from the strategy of sampling. In bal-
ance problems, sampling methods are applied to the whole
of datasets, whereas instances of the large class are sampled
in the imbalance problems [25]. As depicted in Figure 2,
this paper presents a new branch of AdaBoost algorithm in
order to significantly improve the performance of the final
model in fMRI analysis. In a nutshell, this algorithm firstly
converts an imbalance MVPA problem to a set of balance
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Algorithm 1 The proposed binary classification algorithm
Input: Training set X˜, Class labels Y(m).
Output: Set of classifiersΘ (m).
Method:
01. Based on Y(m), partitioning X˜ = {X˜S, X˜L}
02. Calculating J = int( |X˜L||X˜S |
).
03. Random sampling: X˜L =
{
X˜(1)L , X˜
(2)
L , . . . , X˜
(n)
L , . . . , X˜
(J)
L
}
.
04. Initiate X¯(1) = Y¯(1) = /0.
05. For (n= 1 . . .J):
06. X˜(n)Tr =
{
X˜S, X˜
(n)
L , X¯
(n)
}
as training-set for this iteration.
07. Y˜(n)Tr =
{
Y˜S, Y˜
(n)
L , Y¯
(n)
}
as class labels for this iteration.
08. W(n)=
{
1 for instances of X˜S or X¯(n)
1− ∣∣corr(X˜S, X˜(n)L )∣∣ for instances of X˜(n)L
09. θ (n) = classifier
(
X˜(n)Tr , Y˜
(n)
Tr ,W
(n)
)
as weighted decision tree.
10 Constructing X¯(n+1) as instances cannot truly trained in θ (n).
11. ε(n) = |X¯
(n+1)|
|X˜(n)Tr |
as error of classification.
12. α(n) = 12 ln
( 1−ε(n)
ε(n)
)
AdaBoost weight for the classifier θ (n).
13. End For
14. ReturnΘ (m)
(
x
)
= sign
(
∑J+1n=1α
(n)θ (n)
(
x
))
as the final model.
problems. Then, it iteratively applies the decision tree [25]
to each of these balance problems. Finally, AdaBoost is used
in order to generate the final model. In the proposed method,
the weight of each classifier (tree) for the final combination
is generated based on the error (failed predictions) of the
previous iterations for gradually improving the performance
of the final model.
In order to apply the binary classification, this paper ran-
domly partitions the extracted features X into the training
set X˜ and the testing set X̂. As a new branch of AdaBoost
algorithm, Algorithm 1 employs X˜ for training binary clas-
sification. Then, X̂ is utilized for estimating the performance
of the final model. As mentioned before, the binary classifi-
cation for fMRI analysis is mostly imbalance, especially by
using a one-versus-all strategy. Consequently, the number
of samples in one of these binary classes is smaller than the
other classes. As previously mentioned, this paper exploits
this concept in order to solve the imbalance issue. Indeed,
Algorithm 1 firstly partitions the training data X˜ into small
X˜S and large X˜L classes (groups) based on the class labels
Y(m) ∈ {+ 1,−1}. Here, all labels are −1 except the label
of instances belong to m-th category of visual stimuli. Then,
it calculates the scale J of existed elements between two
classes. We have to note that int() defines the floor function.
As the next step, the large class is randomly partitioned into
J parts. Indeed, J is the number of balance subsets gener-
ated from the imbalance dataset. Consequently, the number
of the ensemble iteration is J. In each balance subset, train-
ing data X˜(n)Tr is generated by all instances of the small class
X˜S, one of the partitioned parts of the large class X˜L, and
the instances of the previous iteration X¯(n), which cannot
truly be trained (the failed predictions). After that, training
Fig. 3 The proposed Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) ap-
proach for multiclass classification
weights for the final combination (Wn ∈ [0,1]) are calcu-
lated by using the Pearson correlation (corr(a,b) = cov(a,b)σaσb )
between training instances, where larger values increase the
learning sensitivity. Indeed, these weights are always maxi-
mized for the instances of the small class and the failed in-
stances of the previous iterations. Further, the weights of the
other instances are a scale of the correlation between the
large class and the small class. Therefore, these weights are
updated in each iteration based on the performance of pre-
vious iterations. As the last step of each iteration, the pro-
posed method generates a classification model (θ (n)) and its
weight (α(n)) for the final combination. While classifier()
can denote any kind of weighted classification algorithm,
this paper employs a simple weighted decision tree [25] as
the classification model. At the end, the final model is cre-
ated by applying the AdaBoost method to the generated bal-
ance classifiers.
3.3 Multiclass Classification Algorithm
In this paper, a multiclass classifier is a prediction model
in order to map extracted features to the category of visual
stimuli, i.e.Θ : X̂→Ypred where Ypred ∈
{
1,2, . . . ,P
}
. Gen-
erally, there are two techniques for applying multiclass clas-
sification. The first approach directly creates the classifica-
tion model such as multiclass support vector machine [9]
or neural network [31]. In contrast, decomposition design
(indirect) uses an array of binary classifiers for solving the
multiclass problems.
Based on the previous discussion related to imbalance
issue in fMRI datasets, this paper utilizes Error-Correcting
Output Codes (ECOC) as an indirect multiclass approach in
order to extend the proposed binary classifier for the mul-
ticlass prediction. As depicted in Figure 3, ECOC includes
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Table 1 tbl:datasets
Title ID S U P T X Y Y Scanner TR TE
Visual Object Recognition DS105 6 71 8 121 79 79 75 G 3T 2500 30
Word and Object Processing DS107 49 98 4 164 53 63 52 S 3T 2000 28
Multi-subject, multi-modal DS117 20 171 2 210 64 61 33 S 3T 2000 30
S denotes the number of subject; U is the number of sessions; P denotes the number of stimulus categories; T is the number of scans in unites
of TRs (Time of Repetition); X ,Y,Z are the size of 3D images in the original space; Scanners include S =Siemens, and G=General Electric in 3
Tesla; TR is Time of Repetition in millisecond; TE denotes Echo Time in millisecond; Please see openfmri.org for more information.
three components, i.e. base algorithms, coding matrix and
decoding procedures [11]. Since this paper uses one-versus-
all encoding strategy, Algorithm 1 is employed as the based
algorithms (Θ (m)) in the ECOC, where it generates a binary
classifier for each category of visual stimuli. In other words,
each independent category of the visual stimuli is compared
with the rest of categories. Consequently, the size of the cod-
ing matrix is P×P, where i-th diagonal cell of this matrix
represents the positive predictions belong to the i-th cate-
gory of visual stimuli and the rest of cells in this matrix de-
termine the other categories of visual stimuli. Indeed, the
number of classifiers in this strategy is exactly equal to the
number of categories. As decoding stage, binary predictions,
which are generated by applying the brain response to the
base algorithms, are assigned to the category in the coding
matrix with closest Hamming distance.
In order to present an example for ECOC procedure,
consider fMRI dataset with 4 categories of visual stimuli,
i.e. photos of shoes, houses, bottles, and human faces. In
this problem, 4 different binary classifiers must be trained
in order to distinguish each category of visual stimuli versus
the rest of them (one-versus-all strategy). A 4× 4 coding
matrix is also generated where each diagonal element rep-
resents the positive class of these categories (classifiers). By
considering the order of the coding matrix, each prediction
is assigned to the closest Hamming distance in the coding
matrix. In other words, if these classifiers generate the pre-
diction [+1,−1,−1,−1] for a testing instance, then this in-
stance definitely belongs to the first category of visual stim-
uli. Similarly, the prediction [−1,+1,−1,−1] means the in-
stance belongs to the second category, and etc.
4 Results
4.1 Datasets
As depicted in Table 1, this paper employs 3 datasets, shared
by openfmri.org, for running empirical studies. As the
first dataset, ‘Visual Object Recognition’ (DS105) includes
P = 8 categories of visual stimuli, i.e. gray-scale images
of faces, houses, cats, bottles, scissors, shoes, chairs, and
scrambled (nonsense) photos. This dataset is analyzed in
high-level visual stimuli as the binary predictor, by consid-
ering all categories except scrambled photos as objects, and
low-level visual stimuli in the multiclass prediction. Please
see [13,9] for more information. As the second dataset, ‘Word
and Object Processing’ (DS107) contains P = 4 categories
of visual stimuli, i.e. words, objects, scrambles, and con-
sonants. Please see [10] for more information. As the last
data set, ‘Multi-subject, multi-modal human neuroimaging
dataset’ (DS117) includes MEG and fMRI images. This pa-
per just uses the fMRI images of this dataset. It also con-
tains P = 2 categories of visual stimuli, i.e. human faces,
and scrambles. Please see [36] for more information.
These datasets are preprocessed by SPM 12 (www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), i.e. slice timing, realignment, nor-
malization, smoothing. Further, whole-brain functional align-
ment is applied based on [5]. Then, the beta values are calcu-
lated for each session. This paper employs the MNI 152 T1
1mm (see Figure 1.d) as the reference image (R) in (9) for
registering the extracted conditions (C¯(`,k)) to the standard
space (C(`,k)). In addition, this paper uses Talairach Atlas
(contains regions) in (11) for extracting features.
4.2 Parameter Analysis
The registration objective function in (9) will be analyzed in
this section by using different distance metrics, i.e. Woods
function (W), Correlation Ratio (CR), Joint Entropy (JE),
Mutual Information (MI), and Normalized Mutual Informa-
tion (NMI) [41,18]. Figures 4.a-c demonstrate examples of
brain responses to different stimuli, i.e. (a) word, (b) ob-
ject, and (c) scramble. Here, gray parts show the anatom-
ical atlas, the colored parts (red, yellow and green) define
the functional activities, and also the red rectangles illus-
trate the error areas after registration. Indeed, these errors
can be formulated as the nonzero areas in the brain image
which are located in the zero area of the anatomical atlas
(the area without region number). Indeed, the registration
errors are mostly related to the distance metrics. Previous
studies illustrated that the entropy-based metrics can pro-
vide better performance [41,18]. The performances of ob-
jective function (9) on DS105, DS107, and DS117 datasets
are analyzed in Figure 4.d by using the mentioned distance
metrics. As depicted in this figure, the entropy-based metrics
(JE, MI, NMI) have provided better performance in compar-
ison with other metrics. Since NMI uses normalization for
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(A) (B) (C) (D)
Fig. 4 Extracted features based on different stimuli, i.e. (A) word, (B) object, and (C) scramble. (D) The effect of different objective functions in
(4) on the error of registration.
(A) (B)
DS105
(C) (D)
DS107
(E) (F)
DS117
Fig. 5 The correlation matrices: (A) raw voxels and (B) extracted fea-
tures in the DS105 dataset, (C) raw voxels and (D) extracted features
in the DS107 dataset, (E) raw voxels and (F) extracted features in the
DS117 dataset.
removing the scaling effect [41], it generated the best results
among the entropy-based metrics. Therefore, this paper em-
ploys NMI as the distance metric in 9 for mapping the brain
activities from the original space to the standard space.
4.3 Correlation Analysis
The correlations of the extracted features will be compared
with the correlations of the original voxels in this section.
Previous studies illustrated that patterns of different Abstract-
Categories (ACs), which is extracted from a suitable feature
representation, must provide distinctive correlation values
[27,34]. Therefore, the main assumption in this section is
that better feature representation (extraction) can improve
the correlation analysis, where the correlation between dif-
ferent categories of visual stimuli must be significantly
smaller than the correlation between stimuli belonged to the
same category. In order to provide a better perspective, the
extracted features are compared by considering two different
levels. At the first level, the feature space is compared with
the whole of raw voxels in the original space, where this
comparison analyzes the correlation between whole-brain
data and automatically detected ROIs. At the second level,
the correlation values among different ACs are compared in
the feature space that it shows how much the feature space
is well-designed.
Figure 5.A, B, and E illustrate the correlation matrix of
the DS105, DS107, and DS117 at the raw voxel space, re-
spectively. Furthermore, Figure 5.B, D, and F respectively
show the correlation matrix the DS105, DS107, and DS117
in the feature space. As these figures depicted, different ACs
are highly correlated in the voxel space. Indeed, the average
of correlations is around +0.5 in DS105 and DS107. And,
this average is around +0.8 in DS117 because this dataset
just includes 2 classes (photos of scramble and human face).
The main reason for these results is that brain responses
in the voxel space are sparse, high-dimensional and noisy.
Therefore, it is so hard to discriminate between different cat-
egories (ACs) in the original space, especially when whole-
brain data will be analyzed. By contrast, the feature space
(Figure 5.B, D, and E) provides distinctive representation
when the proposed method used the correlated patterns in
each anatomical region as the extracted features.
The correlation between different ACs can be also mean-
ingful in the feature space. In DS105 and DS107, the scram-
ble (nonsense) stimuli have a low correlation (> 0.13) in
comparison with sensible categories. As another example
in DS105, human faces are mostly correlated to the pho-
tos of cats and houses (respectively +0.44, +0.25) in com-
parison with other objects (the average of correlations is
+0.14). Another interesting example is the correlation be-
tween meaningful stimuli (words and objects) and nonsense
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Table 2 Accuracy of binary predictors (mean±std)
↓Alg., Datasets→ DS105 (Objects) DS107 (Words) DS107 (Consonants) DS107 (Objects) DS107 (Scramble) DS117
SVM [9] 71.65±0.97 69.89±1.02 67.84±0.82 65.32±1.67 67.96±0.87 81.25±1.03
Elastic Net [30] 80.77±0.61 78.26±0.79 75.53±9.87 84.15±0.89 87.34±0.93 86.49±0.70
Graph Net [30] 79.23±0.74 79.91±0.91 74.01±0.84 85.96±0.76 86.21±0.51 85.49±0.88
PCA [33] 72.15±0.76 70.32±0.92 69.57±1.10 68.78±0.64 69.41±0.35 81.92±0.87
ICA [37] 73.25±0.81 70.82±0.67 71.87±0.94 67.99±0.75 72.48±0.89 80.71±1.16
Selected ROI [27] 83.06±0.36 89.62±0.52 87.82±0.37 84.22±0.44 86.19±0.26 85.19±0.56
L1 Reg. SVM [30] 85.29±0.49 81.14±0.91 79.69±0.69 75.32±0.41 78.45±0.62 85.46±0.29
Graph-based [32] 90.82±1.23 94.21±0.83 95.54±0.99 95.62±0.83 93.10±0.78 86.61±0.61
PCA + Algorithm 1 83.61±0.97 80.12±0.81 79.47±0.91 82.80±1.01 80.52±0.98 86.27±0.88
ICA + Algorithm 1 84.41±0.93 82.21±0.86 78.88±0.78 82.30±0.99 83.99±0.84 85.57±1.10
APA + SVM 76.32±0.78 77.19±0.83 78.61±0.91 69.22±0.87 73.52±0.99 89.90±0.72
Binary APA 98.97±0.12 98.17±0.36 98.72±0.16 95.26±0.92 97.23±0.76 96.81±0.79
Table 3 Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) of binary predictors (mean±std)
↓Alg., Datasets→ DS105 (Objects) DS107 (Words) DS107 (Consonants) DS107 (Objects) DS107 (Scramble) DS117
SVM [9] 68.37±1.01 67.76±0.91 63.84±1.45 63.17±0.59 66.73±0.92 79.36±0.33
Elastic Net [30] 78.23±0.82 77.94±0.76 74.11±0.82 81.06±0.98 85.54±0.81 83.42±0.68
Graph Net [30] 77.26±0.72 78.31±0.97 71.43±0.58 82.08±0.92 83.97±0.97 81.67±0.74
PCA [33] 70.69±0.84 69.37±0.77 65.12±0.93 67.56±0.59 68.89±0.90 79.61±0.72
ICA [37] 71.33±0.85 68.86±0.93 71.03±1.07 66.91±0.97 70.20±0.72 78.39±0.96
Selected ROI [27] 82.22±0.42 86.35±0.39 85.63±0.61 81.54±0.92 85.79±0.42 83.71±0.81
L1 Reg. SVM [30] 80.91±0.21 78.23±0.57 77.41±0.92 73.92±0.28 76.14±0.47 83.21±1.23
Graph-based [32] 88.54±0.71 93.61±0.62 94.54±0.31 94.23±0.94 92.23±0.38 82.29±0.91
PCA + Algorithm 1 81.76±0.90 78.91±0.88 77.44±0.93 81.76±0.12 77.64±0.84 84.32±0.72
ICA + Algorithm 1 81.11±0.72 80.92±0.58 75.76±0.98 81.04±0.81 83.02±0.92 82.37±0.88
APA + SVM 72.27±0.86 73.59±1.04 76.95±0.94 68.14±1.02 71.07±0.79 85.10±0.93
Binary APA 97.06±0.82 97.31±0.82 96.21±0.62 94.92±0.11 97.21±0.92 94.08±0.84
Table 4 Accuracy of multiclass predictors (mean±std)
↓Alg., Datasets→ DS105 (# of classes = 8) DS107 (# of classes = 4) ABSTRACT (# of classes = 5) ALL (# of classes = 10)
Multiclass SVM [9] 18.03±4.07 38.01±2.56 31.77±2.61 12.26±5.97
MLP [1] 38.34±3.21 71.55±2.79 67.24±3.72 32.94±4.89
Selected ROI [27] 28.72±2.37 68.51±1.07 54.19±2.80 35.03±2.66
Graph-based [32] 50.61±4.83 89.69±2.32 78.96±3.32 47.64±5.28
Multiclass APA 59.21±2.05 95.61±1.83 95.85±1.05 62.93±2.69
stimuli (scrambles and consonants) in DS107, where the mean-
ingful stimuli are highly correlated (+0.8) and their corre-
lations with nonsense stimuli are negative (the average of
correlation is −0.65). Since DS117 is a binary dataset, it is
really a good example in order to understand the negative
effect of noise and sparsity in fMRI analysis. The correla-
tion between the face category and scramble is around +0.8
in the raw voxel space, whereas this correlation is +0.23 in
the feature space. Indeed, the noisy and sparse raw voxels
are not suitable (wise) in order to train a high-performance
cognitive model.
Here, we have to note that a suitable feature representa-
tion can also improve the performance of the MVPA analy-
sis (the final cognitive model). By considering the geomet-
ric analysis of a linear space, classification algorithms draw
a hyperplane (that is known as the decision surface in neu-
roscience [13]) in a representational space in order to dis-
tinguish different classes (categories of visual stimuli). In
a highly correlated space, the margin of error for this hy-
perplane is sensitive. In other words, small changes in the
parameters of the hyperplane can rapidly reduce the perfor-
mance of the classifier in a highly correlated space, such
as the raw voxel space [4,5,41]. Now, suitable feature ex-
traction can minimize the correlation between different cat-
egories of visual stimuli. As a result, the margin of error and
stability of the final model can be increased in order to train
a classifier.
4.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, the performance of different methods will
be evaluated for both binary and multiclass analyses. In the
binary analysis, the performance of the classical binary Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) is represented. Indeed, this method
is used in [9] in order to distinguish different categories of
visual stimuli. As regularized methods that are introduced
in [30] for decoding the brain patterns, the performances of
L1 regularized SVM, the Elastic Net, and the Graph Net are
also reported in this section. Further, the performances of
component based methods are also evaluated, i.e. Principal
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Component Analysis (PCA) that is used in [33] for train-
ing a cognitive model and Independent Component Anal-
ysis (ICA), which is employed in [37] in order to analyze
fMRI datasets. As another alternative for decoding visual
stimuli, the Selected Region of Interest (ROI) method [27]
is reported in this section, where the ROIs for each dataset is
manually selected same as the original paper [27] and then
the SVM classifier is applied to the selected ROIs in order
to train a cognitive model. As the method was developed in
[32], the performance of a graph-based approach is reported.
In order to represent the effect of different parts of the pro-
posed method, we also report three baselines. As the first
alternatives, we utilize two component based methods, i.e.
‘PCA + Algorithm 1’ and ‘ICA + Algorithm 1’ that apply
Algorithm 1 to the features that are respectively extracted by
PCA and ICA. As the last baseline, ‘APA + SVM’ applies
SVM algorithm to the features that are extracted by APA. In
the multiclass analysis, the performance of multiclass SVM
is presented as a baseline, where this algorithm was used in
[9] in order to generate the cognitive model. Further, the per-
formance of the proposed method is compared with Multi-
layer Perceptron (MLP) that was introduced as a multiclass
approach in [1] in order to decode the brain patterns. Se-
lected ROI method [27] and the graph-based approach [32]
are also reported as other alternatives. We have to note that a
multiclass SVM is used in the Selected ROI method in order
to create a multiclass cognitive model (in Table 4). All of
the mentioned algorithms are implemented in the MATLAB
R2016b (9.1) by authors in order to generate experimental
results. Further, all evaluations are applied by using leave-
one-subject-out cross validation, e.g. we have selected brain
patterns of 5 subjects in DS105 for training a classifier in
each iteration and then used the patterns of the rest of the
subject in order to test the generated cognitive model. It is
worth noting that the number of iterations will be equal to
the number of subjects (5 in this example). Indeed, not only
the brain patterns in training sets and testing sets are inde-
pendent across subjects but also fMRI data related to each
subject was separately preprocessed [23]. We have to note
that the same training set and testing set are applied in each
iteration to all of the evaluated methods.
Tables 2 and 3 respectively illustrate the classification
Accuracy and Area under the ROC Curve (AUC) for the bi-
nary predictors based on the category of the visual stimuli.
All visual stimuli in the dataset DS105 except scrambled
photos are considered as the object category for generating
these experimental results. As these tables depicted, SVM
cannot create an acceptable performance on the raw vox-
els because fMRI data in the original space includes noise
and sparsity. Moreover, the performances of the component-
based approaches (PCA and ICA) are significantly low be-
cause they were applied to whole-brain. Indeed, these meth-
ods are suitable for ROI-based problems or rest-mode fMRI
data, where they can find the best projection among the wised
voxels. Another evidence for this claim is the Selected ROI
method, where the performance of this method is signifi-
cantly improved in comparison with the component-based
approaches. In fact, this is the main reason in this paper in
order to develop the automatically selected ROI method in-
stead of just applying the component-based methods to the
whole-brain data for selecting (ranking) the effective fea-
tures. As also mentioned in the original paper [30], L1 reg-
ularized SVM generated better results in comparison with
other regularized techniques, i.e. Elastic Net and Graph Net.
As another alternative, the graph-based method that is devel-
oped by Osher et al. [32] generated acceptable performance
because it also employed the anatomical features in order to
create a cognitive model. Further, ‘PCA/ICA + Algorithm
1’ have generated better performances in comparison with
PCA/ICA methods because of the ensemble approach. Since
‘APA + SVM’ uses better representational space in contrast
with the raw fMRI data, it significantly improves the per-
formance of SVM method. Although these baselines can
show that each part of the proposed method can generate
better performance in comparison with the classical algo-
rithms (PCA, ICA, and SVM), the best results will be pro-
duced when we use all parts at the same time. The last but
not least, the proposed algorithm has achieved the best per-
formance in comparison with other methods because it pro-
vided a better representation of neural activities by exploit-
ing the anatomical structure of the human brain.
Table 4 illustrates the classification accuracy for multi-
class predictors. In this table, ‘DS105’ includes P = 8 dif-
ferent categories (classes) and ‘DS107’ contains P= 4 cate-
gories of the visual stimuli. This paper also combined three
datasets in two distinctive forms. ‘ABSTRACT’ includes 5
different categories, i.e. words, objects, scrambles, conso-
nants, and human faces, which is generated by consider-
ing all visual stimuli in the dataset DS105 except faces and
scrambled photos as object category and combining them
with the datasets DS107 and DS117. Indeed, this combined
dataset can be considered for comparing the abstract fea-
tures of visual stimuli in the human brain. As another al-
ternative, ‘ALL’ in this table generated by combining all of
the visual stimuli in the three datasets, i.e. faces, houses,
cats, bottles, scissors, shoes, chairs, words, consonants, and
scrambled photos. As depicted in Table 4, the accuracy of
the proposed method is improved by combining three datasets,
whereas the performances of other methods are significantly
decreased. As mentioned before, it is the standard space
registration problem in the fMRI analysis. In addition, our
framework employs the extracted features from the struc-
tural regions instead of using all or a subgroup of voxels,
which can increase the performance of the predictive mod-
els by decreasing noise and sparsity.
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Fig. 6 Automatically detected active regions (with Probability greater
than 50%) across abstract categories of visual stimuli, which is gener-
ated by combining 3 datasets, i.e. DS105, DS107, and DS117.
5 Discussions and Conclusions
Anatomical Pattern Analysis (APA) can be used by neuro-
scientist in order to seek most effective active voxels (re-
gions) across abstract categories of visual stimuli in both a
singular dataset and the combined datasets. Figure 6 illus-
trates an example for these active voxels by using the AB-
STRACT dataset in Table 4 that was generated by combin-
ing the visual stimuli in the 3 datasets, i.e. DS105, DS107,
and DS117. In this figure, active regions (B(`)) for abstract
categories (faces, scrambles, and objects) are normalized in
the standard space and then the active voxels with proba-
bility greater than 50% are visualized as the automatically
detected ROIs, i.e. Pr
[
∑U`=1 τ
(`)β (`).n > 50%
]
, whereU is the
number of all sessions in the combined dataset. As this fig-
ure depicted, not only APA can generate a cognitive model
in order to predict visual stimuli in the human brain but also
it can automatically demonstrate activated loci in human
brain across categories of visual stimuli. These activated loci
can be used in order to study Specific-Exemplar (SE) recog-
nition [27] or design an accurate brain mask (ROI) for ROI-
based studies [41].
In summary, this paper proposes APA framework for de-
coding visual stimuli in the human brain. This framework
uses an anatomical feature extraction method, which pro-
vides a normalized representation for combining homoge-
neous datasets. Further, a new binary imbalance AdaBoost
algorithm is introduced. It can increase the performance of
prediction by exploiting a supervised random sampling and
the correlation between classes. In addition, this algorithm is
utilized in an Error-Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) method
for multiclass prediction of the brain responses. Empirical
studies on 4 visual categories clearly show the superiority
of our proposed method in comparison with the voxel-based
approaches. In future, we plan to apply the proposed method
to different brain tasks such as low-level visual stimuli, emo-
tion and etc.
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